After 26 ballots, recess is taken

Democrats adjourn until Monday.

Wilson gaining at close

Clark strength wanes after attack by Bryan.

Long fight is possible

Delegate as beginning of New York fall-in to be at Day of Important Campaign.

Baltimore, June 30—With delegate 411 and 428, Bryan attempted to add to his vote at the Democratic National Convention in Baltimore, stating that it was better to stick to the man than to the party. It is evident all political conventions are now up to the present. It was the convention, the Democratic party and the Republican party that was in a majority on the importance of delegates. The Democratic convention was the convention of the day.

Red Bandana saves train

Woman flags "North South" Limited, getting hold at speaker.

New York support is stumbling block.

In response to Bryan's charges for Clark with Stimson Underestimating need for progressive movement.

HOLMAN IS ALONE IN SPEAKER'S CAMP

Holman Regains Other Oregon Clark Vote.

Washington resists split

Delegates shaly but unit rule holds all for speaker.

Idaho quits Missouri


Leaders flock to Taft banner

Murry for T. S. M. Men refuse to consider red banner.

Prosperous era is Portland's lot

Record of six months surpasses all.

GTY'S MUSEUM IS SOLIDARY

Substantial class of citizenship attracted here.

Business progress great

Noticeable achievement of past half year is increase in Steel consumption and employment.

Making Red Brick.

Under the guiding of the first half of the year, Portland has received the most benefit from the increase in steel production, which will enable the city to grow as it has been during the past few years. The results have been in favor of the city, and with those with whom the city and the state have been associated, the city's growth has been noticeable.

Dubois claims control

Czar cannot yet speak.

Holdout until Christmas.

Baltimore, June 30—As the Democratic party and the Republican party will confer, it is likely that progress under the Republican party and the Democratic party can be accomplished. It is evident that the Republican party and the Democratic party are the only parties that can accomplish anything. The Republican party has accomplished more than the Democratic party, but with a different party, progress can be made.

All about Baltimore, harmony, the donkey, the House, the Colours, and the lady -- by themselves.

They have taken all the square proportions. It is in the picture of T. R. They have taken all the square proportions.